By Semester 2 2017, UNSW will upgrade the current lecture recording system to the new UNSW Lecture Recordings+ service.

UNSW Lecture Recordings+ (powered by Echo360) allows students to play back lectures that have been recorded in lecture recording enabled venues. Instructors may choose to make recordings of their lectures available to students.

Core functionality such as the ability of instructors to share audio/video lecture recordings with students via their Moodle course site will remain.

Additional functionality includes a suite of lecture tools that promote and support active learning in the classroom. These tools are designed to encourage student engagement through polling, quizzing and discussion activities.

Students also have the ability to create and download digital notes that directly reference the slide/lecture time-point that the note was created in.

https://youtu.be/C1xslQruAK4?list=PLvW1evjttfvm1NxvITuLMeKEomraXKvib&...